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Regression testing is the testing process that ensures the changed parts of software operate as 

intended and do not yield unexpected results. Running regression test suites for a large software is a 

problem since it takes too much time. Our project aims to provide a safe regression test selection tool for 

the software named TIA Portal owned by Siemens. It has a very large codebase and running regression 

test suites takes too much time: 12 hours for daily and 15-16 hours for biweekly regression testing. 

Product development team wanted to reduce this time, and our product managed to decrease the 

amount of tests and the time required by filtering out the redundant test suites.
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The main objective of the project is to reduce the duration of the regression testing process by using a 

test selection method which will not miss any of the erroneous cases. The resulting product should be 

easy to use, give the desired output to be utilized by the tester and also be suitable for further 

improvement considering the continuous development of the company product.  

The final software product is designed to consist of three main parts: namely DataCollector, 

DiffAnalyzer and TestSelector. DataCollector and TestSelector are implemented in Python programming 

language, whereas DiffAnalyzer is implemented in C# (ISO/IEC 23270:2018).

DataCollector is the initial component of the tool that mainly utilizes an external tool called dotTrace 

owned by JetBrains to obtain profiling output, namely snapshots, for each test case. Then, it converts 

snapshots to a text document in order to be used by TestSelector to form a mapping between test cases 

and the parts of the code (classes or methods) that are exercised by the test cases.

DiffAnalyzer provides changed methods and classes. First, using the command-line tool of TFS (Team 

Foundation Server), the list of changed files in a given changeset are found. Both old and new versions of 

these files are obtained. Finally, the difference between two versions of a file is analyzed by comparing 

the syntax trees of these files to find exactly which classes and which methods are modified.
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TestSelector handles the creation of the mapping of methods and classes with their corresponding 

test cases and the selection of the test cases from given methods or classes utilizing this mapping. 

Basically, a test case is selected into the test suite for a changeset if and only if it exercises a part of a code 

that is modified in that changeset. 
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Component Diagram of the Software

Before mentioning the outcomes, it should be stated that development and basic testing of this 

product was completed using similar open source software applications and tools. Also, the final tests and 

coverage calculations were performed on company environments by company advisors.

The tool was tested with the weekly test suites that the product development team uses and some 

sample weekly changesets. The results can be seen in the table below, using both class and method level 

differences for test selection. Method level drastically improves the reduction made by the tool for more 

than half of the changesets when compared with class level.

Using method level differences; although in some cases the number of tests that are reduced is 

noticeably slim, in more than ⅓ of the changesets the reduction rates go up to ⅔ of all test cases. On the 

other hand, the reduced time is relatively less when compared to the number of tests. This is because the 

remaining tests consist of longer tests, which keeps the time spent for testing higher than expected.
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